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Custom Design

Exceed CMS is a platform with an infinite use of design, color, layout and functionality. Every eXceed CMS engine is custom built to fit your imagination and vision. No templates!
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Custom Functionality

Our team of programmers will work with you to create a website that does exactly what you need it to, based on your specific needs. Tell us what you need and we'll create it!
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Support

No matter how big or small the issue, we're here to help. We'll answer questions, help you make changes, and fix any bugs in the system if you happen to find one.
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Search Engine Optimized

Your website is an important part of your business, and we understand that. Make sure your information is reaching your audience with Exceed CMS.
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E-Commerce

Set up your web based store with Exceed CMS and see your products come to life! With a wealth of built in features, selling your services online has never been easier.
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Responsive Design

With an overwhelming number of people using mobile devices to surf the web, you need a responsive website that looks great across all platforms and devices.
  	

  	

    

  

  
  
  
  
  	
  		CORE FEATURES

  	

  

  
  	
  		EXceed CMS is packed full of great features that will help create a dynamic website experience. 
Easy to use, quick to update, and plenty of content options, your website will be a pleasure for both you and your visitors!
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		Applications

	News, events, FAQs, photo galleries, forms and custom applications built just for you can be placed into any page.
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		Security

	Our dedicated Exceed CMS servers are housed in a state-of-the-art facility with backups and 24/7 monitoring.
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		Forms & Surveys

	Our Forms & Surveys module lets you create custom forms quickly and easily, with drag and drop editor and a simple autoresponder.
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		Blog

	Our Blog is built right into your website, and it comes with all the things a blog should have: categories, tags, comments, and more!
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		Upload Center

	Exceed CMS keeps all of your images and files stored in one place with easy access so you can insert them into pages as needed.
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		Custom URLs

	Every page gets its own unique URL that you can change whenever you need to. Add in keywords, make it longer, or make it shorter!
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										www.pulseelectronics-milaero.com

Pulse Electronics offers magnetic solutions to the military and aerospace industries. They are committed to building the next great product by providing technical solutions and production support with their highly experienced engineers using the latest technology.
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									  				Pulse
									  				Built with military precision.									  				
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										Scooter's Bike Shop

										www.scootersbikeshop.com

Scooter's Bike Shop is the leading source for bicycles, accessories, and apparel in the Greater Indian Valley since 1975. With hundreds of bikes in stock and plenty of knowledge, every level of rider and riding style is welcome to walk in and say hello.
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									  				Scooter's Bike Shop
									  				The place to go for bicycles and friendly service.									  				
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										Excel Communications Worldwide, Inc.

										www.excelcom.net

Excel Communications Worldwide, Inc. has provided expertly integrated telecommunications design, installation, and support for businesses for many years. They offer structured cabling, security, and audio/video solutions, as well as their wide range of experience.
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									  				Excel Communications Worldwide, Inc.
									  				Making businesses excel with technology solutions.									  				
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										Calfayan Construction

										www.calfayan.com

Calfayan Construction has been awarded as one of the best remodeling companies for planning properly and fulfilling commitments, with no issues. Located in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, they service Philadelphia and many surrounding towns. Their remodeling and renovation services can extend to new kitchens, bathrooms, basements, porches, decks and so much more.
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									  				Calfayan Construction
									  				A passion for hands on remodeling.									  				
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										Tastee Apple

										www.tasteeapple.com

Tastee Apple is a family-owned company dedicated to old-fashioned goodness. With a variety of chocolate, candy, jelly and caramel covered apples, they take pride in their high quality fresh sweet treats.
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									  				Tastee Apple
									  				This website design makes everyone hungry for a decadent apple!									  				
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										Alderfer Glass

										www.alderferglass.com

Alderfer Glass is a locally owned and operated company, in business since 1961. They serve counties in Eastern Pennsylvania and South Jersey. Alderfer Glass pride themselves on being able to service any glass need from auto, flat, home or business.
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									  				Alderfer Glass
									  				Two generations and three locations of great business.									  				
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												 				How to be a Great Manager | Lessons from an Experienced SEO

				 				
                               I’ve not always been in the SEO/Internet marketing industry. My previous careers include the commercial real estate and fitness industries...
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												 				7 Solid Reasons not to Use WordPress | Custom Proprietary CMS vs. Modified Open-Source CMS, Pros & Cons

				 				
                               Are you trying to build a website? Getting quotes from vendors? Are you a web designer trying to decide on..
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												 				5 Unforgettable Marketing Lessons I Learned from My Cats

				 				
                               Cats are extremely good at getting what they want. They might be the best at doing so. Thus, it warrants..
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												 				10 Must Do's for a Start-up Company

				 				
                               So you have your million dollar idea, thought of a catchy company name, and even registered a d.b.a. with the..
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    	Be that web update 
SUPEReHERO. 
You have 15 minutes to update 
the company website and take it live. 

The fate of your company 
literally rests in your hands.

[You did it in 5 minutes.] 

The most awesome
content management system on the planet today.
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